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Plataia, Thcspiai ;   and if the Thespians were not racially
good Bototians, there were none sueh outside Thebes.
Thespiai had grown powerful, it appears, by gathering
forcibly under her wing the villages toward the south coast.
One of these was Hesiod's old home at Askra.   At some date
unknown, the Thespians fell upon it, sacking the village and
massacring the inhabitants.   Thenceforth it was left desolate.1
Quite naturally, the survivors of the massacre found shelter
at Orchomcnos, which, as a guardian of old traditions, then
received an oracle bidding them re-bury Hesiod's bones in
their  own  land.2    The   Thespian   governing   class  was a
warlike  and aristocratic breed,  sharing the  Spartan  and
Theban contempt alike for the peasant and the artisan.3
Their religion included one exceptional cult—that of Eros,
the god of passionate love.    This Eros had nothing to do
with the conventional child of Aphrodite, the " Cupid " of
mythology ;   and the god was represented by no statue,
but by an ancient fetish—an unwrought stone.4   It seems to
have been a very   old   local   cult,   unassimilated   to  the
Olympian religion.   One can well imagine how congenial it
might be found, alike by the brave, sensual, and narrow
Boiotian squires and by Greeks of a more contemplative
and thoughtful type.
Thebes has been rather unkindly treated by historians—
chiefly, perhaps, because it was her fortune to be on the
opposite side to the nationalist Greeks in the war described
by Herodotos, to Athens in that described by Thucydides,
and to Sparta in those described by Xcnophon. Athenian
writers and the moderns following them, have spoken of
Theban brutality and Boiotian stupidity;, and Ephoros 5
1 Proklos' scholium on W.Q., 681, quoting Plutarch.
 *	Loc. cit», quoting Aristotle, 'Opxo{j.wtwv ZToAtreta,
 *	Hetakl, Pont., frag, 48 (Mttller).	-* Paus. ix, 27, 1.
 *	Frag. 67 (Str. ix, p. 401).   Of the bad qualities of Bciiotia, a quite amusing
and not wholly inapposite list is given in the Patia fragments attributed to
Bikaiarchoa of Messene (F.H.G. ii, p. 2QO;  § 25 of Dikai,, Frag, 59, which
contains a detailed but rather disappointing and uiihelpful account of the
country) ? Tanagra for envy, Thespiai for ambition; Thebes for arrogance,
Anthedon (a little sea port) for covetousness, Koroneia for minding other
people's business, Plataia for bragging, Onchestos for (fever (near the marshes
of Kopals), and Haliartos for stupidity.	'

